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ABSTRACT 
 

The Project undertaken hereby is intended to spread the environmental          
awareness among the targeted audiences by communicating with them         
through webinar sessions and sharing practical environment-friendly tips        
to be followed by them in their daily lives which will help in the              
betterment of our environment. These efforts are supplemented with the          
plantation activity undertaken under this project to help develop the          
carbon sink as well as provide new sources of fresh oxygen.  
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CHAPTER 1 – 
PROJECT SUMMARY 

 

We created a team of Environmental enthusiasts of around 100 people           
who are self-motivated and joined the team after a webinar that we            
conducted on Environmental awareness, where we shared practical tips         
around living a lifestyle with less carbon footprint, followed by talk of a             
TedX speaker who is an IITB professor.  

We acquainted individuals with environmental awareness and       
suggesting practical tips of having an eco-friendly lifestyle in order to           
conserve and preserve the environment which will mainly involve the 4           
grossly mishandled items of daily use i.e. Water, Plastics, Food and           
Energy. Facilitating the interested audience to get certified by renowned          
organisations working in this field.  

The aforementioned awareness programme is accompanied by       
facilitating the state in the execution of plantation programmes. 
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CHAPTER 2 – 
OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this project is to increase awareness of the environment            
and provide tips on having a small change in one’s lifestyle. After which             
we created a group of interested people who are willing to change            
themself and inspire others to do the same. Here we focused on quality             
instead of quantity.  
In the light of the perennial nature of this project, our team will be              
conducting the test for Energy Literacy certificate and other scores cards           
from Nat Geo for the interested participants in the post-project          
submission period. 
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CHAPTER 3 – 
SCOPE 

 

3.1 Within Scope (area, beneficiaries, timeline, others) 

We targeted youth of Madhya Pradesh including DYCs, SYCs, Shri          
Satya Sai BalVikas Students, alumni, and Sai Youth, We got a           
tremendous response, not only from youth but from everyone. Our          
webinar was attended by more than 400 people and around 100 people            
willingly joined our team, with whom we shared more practical tips so            
that they can lead a better life with fewer carbon footprints and inspire             
others to do the same. 

 

3.2 Out of Scope (tasks not included in the Project Charter) 

Initially, we planned to give the participants a test and score but then we              
realised that in this process, we are also learning these practical life tips             
and we’re not in a condition to judge and give someone score, also             
awareness is not measurable, so we concluded to outsource this thing to            
Energy Swaraj foundation’s Energy Literacy test and Nat Geo’s         
Environment awareness scorecard. 
We are not forcing these certificates and scorecards on the group           
members, still, lot of them are interested in having this certificate and            
scorecard, and we’re in the process of arranging their test for certificates            
and scorecards. 
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CHAPTER 4 – 
ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES 

 (Of Team Members) 

Aishwary Shrivastava 
● Tasks related to IT 
● Organizing Webinars 
● Follow up with the target audience  
● Creating webinars content 
● Communication with the target group 

● One point contact for stakeholders 

 

Vikramaditya Awasthy 

● Provided initial data and tips to share in the induction webinar 

● Created initial presentations 

● Project Planning 

 
Devendra Dwivedi 

● Helped in plantation activity 
 

Saket Shrivastava 

● Helped in plantation with 101 tulsi plantation along with  Commissioner Rewa, 
Collector Rewa, SDM, AIR Rewa etc and Print media 

● Provided names of interested participants to Sate office for energy literacy 
certificate 

● Contacted Sri Satya Sai BalVikas  Alumni, Sri Satya Sai BalVikas  Student, and 
Bal Vikas Gurus and DYCs 
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CHAPTER 5 – 
PROJECT FLOW  

(Phase-Wise Details, Using Project 
Checklist Pointers Provided Earlier) 

 
Phase 1: Conception & Initiation 

The theme of this year in our state is Back to Basics, in that we went                
to the basics of living a life without exploiting the          
environment. Concept of our project was just to create awareness in          
Sai youth. With this, we helped the state in different plantation           
programs. 

 
Phase 2: Definition & Planning 

We planned to have multiple webinars and after those webinars          
we’ll conduct the test and give scores, on the basis of those scores             
we have to present a report on the impact we created on            
environment awareness in Sai youth. 

 

Phase 3 & Phase 4: Launch/Execution & Performance/Control 
 

● We conducted a webinar on 17th October 2020 in which an expert            
lecture was given by IIT Bombay professor Chetan singh Solanki.          
Along with it, detailed practical tips for environment conservation         
were shared with the audience. The session has received 860 views           
on Youtube platform. 

● We invited interested participants to collaborate with us, where we          
together daily learn a new practical tip on leading a more           
environmentally friendly life.  
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● We invited entries from Bal Vikas students on creative skills like           
poetry, painting and articles on the theme of Environment in which           
more than 50 entries were received on aforementioned genres. 

● Later this year Participants will be opting to go for a certificate            
course by Energy Swaraj Foundation. 

● More than 15000 medicinal plants have been planted in the          
duration of this project by the SSSO members which included Aloe           
Vera, Moringa, Amla, Tulsi and others. The participation was         
received from all the 36 SSSO districts of Madhya Pradesh 

 

Phase 5: Project Closure & Evaluation 
We participated and encouraged others to participate in plantation         
activity in the state. We are continually learning more and more           
techniques of environmental conservation as well as tips to have          
fewer carbon footprints.  
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CHAPTER 6 – 
RESOURCES AND TOOLS USED  

(Finance, Manpower, Hardware, 
Software, Technology, Etc.) 

1. Software and Technology 
● Youtube 
● Whatsapp 
● Gmail 

● Zoom 
● Pawtoon 
● Microsoft office 

● Google Docs 
2. Hardware 
● Laptops 
● Smartphones 
3. Finance : This project was executed at Zero-Funding 
4. Man power 

● Bal Vikas Gurus 
● Bal Vikas Students 
● SSSO members for plantation purposes 
● SSSO Youth for organizing webinars 
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CHAPTER 7 – 
PROJECT FINDINGS AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

7.1 Findings and Recommendations implemented in the current project 

With the help of this project, we have found and realised that the current              
level of environmental awareness among people falls short of the          
amount of action and efforts required for a sustainable future. Therefore           
we would like to recommend that more and more awareness is needed to             
be spread among wider audiences using easily accessible social media          
platforms on a perennial basis and it is needed to ensure that the             
awareness spread thereby is also translated into action for having          
sustainable future for upcoming generations.  

 

7.2 Recommendations parked for future implementation/scale-up 

Following recommendations could be adopted for scaling up the project: 

● Reaching to wider audiences with many more webinars and         
lectures by environmental experts. 

● Taking plantation activity with bigger targets 
● Implementation of projects such as installation Solar Photovoltaic        

at home as well as Rainwater harvesting system 
● Implementation of environment-friendly norms in premises of       

Satya Sai organization establishments.  
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CHAPTER 8 – 
LESSONS LEARNT  

(Success & Failure Stories) 

8.1 Collective learning (Project) 
We all have collectively learned how to work in a team whereby we got              
the practical exposure of translating the paper-based planning into         
real-life actions. Together we faced and sailed through the challenges          
which were thrown at us during the implementation of the project such            
as filling up the vacuum created due to unavailability of team members,            
trying to fulfil the responsibility within the deadline by taking the           
required help and most importantly by supporting each other during the           
time of their need. We have also learned how to plan out the project by               
conducting the meetings whereby important inputs were taken by every          
team member and final decisions were taken only after the approval of            
all the team members.  

The team consisted of members belonging to varied professional         
backgrounds ranging from IT and academics to Industry and primary          
sectors. Everyone gave their contribution to the team efforts by          
inculcating their professional skills into the various activities of the          
project. This helped us to not only hone our professional skills but also             
learn the skills of other team members. With this, we were able to             
achieve the project target in a time-bound manner. 

Working in a team project has prepared us for better performance in any             
future projects requiring team efforts. For this, we all are indebted to the             
SSSNLP programme. 
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8.2 Individual learning (Self Transformation) 

Vikramaditya Awasthy 

SSSNLP programme has prepared me to face the challenges thrown by           
life. The regular weekly sessions started on a variety of topics as per the              
module decided. I can claim for sure that I have always thought that             
once the school or college days get over then there is nothing to learn              
but here I got to know that there is very essential learning to be grasped               
especially for those who are past the school and college days and are             
grappling with the issues of daily life. There is much learning which I             
have taken from this program. The most important one for me was to             
look at the problem objectively which helps in dealing with it quite            
easily and avoid the negativity which makes room inside our mind           
unnecessarily. Along with that I learned how to set goals with proper            
quantification, differentiate between hearing and listening, the technique        
of Satyanveshan, dealing with bosses and juniors, innovation and         
creativity dynamics, details about working in a project, etc. This list can            
continue endlessly and I am very sure that the learnings from it are going              
to help me throughout my life. 

Saket Shrivastava 

Through this programme, I have been able to learn the good qualities of             
my team members by spending time in their company. We developed a            
great bond with each other and also supported each other through thick            
and thin. We also got the opportunity of regular interaction with our            
respected state president as well as with the Shri Satya Sai BalVikas            
Gurus, Alumni and other state coordinators. Their company has proved a           
self-transforming experience for me which is difficult, to sum up in a            
few words and all of this became possible only because of swami’s            
blessings. 
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Devendra Dwivedi 

The SSSNLP programme has been a great experience. I have done MBA            
but I have learnt the real meaning of leadership in this programme            
through all the respected faculties who addressed us through their          
lectures. Here I got to know that the leader is not the one who order and                
commands his team members but the one who works with the team by             
collective action. The personal attention given to all the participants          
during the programme was all commendable. Along with it I have also            
been able to get rid of my hesitation of working in the advanced             
software and applications. I got the practical exposure of working in a            
team which is a remarkable experience. 

  

Aishwary Shrivastava 

● Attaching ego with any task, project or responsibility results with 
devastating effects and things only get in shape when we leave 
everything in god’s hand. 

● Should raise questions when we didn’t understand the motive 
behind any action, and to say No for something that you don’t 
agree with.  

● Meetings should not be concluded with any open questions on the 
table. 

● We should have backup plans and alternative arrangements ready 
in case the primary plan is not able to materialise. 
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CHAPTER 9 – 
REFERENCES  

(Documents, Links, Etc.) 
 

 

● Referred Websites 

o http://www.sathyasai.org/ya/serve-the-planet-2019 

o http://www.sathyasai.org/environmental-sustainability 

o https://sathyasai.us/service/envirocare 

 

 

● Referred Persons 

o Shri A K Upadhyay Ji, State Shri Satya Sai BalVikas 
Aluminus Coordinator 

o Smt Aparna Upadhyay Tiwari, State Shri Satya Sai BalVikas 
Coordinator 

o Shri Narayan Dayal Tiwari, State IT Head 
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Activity No of attendees No of organising 
members involved 

Bal Vikas 
Competition 

50+ 20+ 

Webinar  
17 oct 2020 

live:440+,  
views: 800+ 

7+ 

Plantation Participation from all 
36 SSSO districts of 
MP 

 


